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Abstract: The relevance of information as a basic background for Enterprise Architecture is 
becoming clear for organizations. The role played by information is becoming increasingly important, 
and the Information Architecture occurs as a top discipline in order to manage such information. To be 
able to accomplish such architecture, it is vital to previously understand how an Information 
Architecture is composed, and to define how we should develop it. In this context, our work aims to 
contribute in the development of this definition. In particular, it aims to address the problem 
associated with the lack of methodologies found in the literature for defining this architecture. Basing 
our approach on the Enterprise Ontologies theme, this paper proposes a methodology for defining the 
Enterprise Information Architecture. Using DEMO methodology as a starting point, we propose to 
obtain the Information Entities, Attributes and Relationships that define an Information Architecture. 
Based on DEMO’s models, we propose to apply some mapping schemas in order to extract an UML 
model to be the basis for an Information Architecture model. Using this model, we apply some 
additional steps, in order to obtain an Information Architecture model to the scenario considered. The 
proposed methodology was developed taking in consideration both the theoretic notions from the 
Enterprise Ontology theme, and the practical concepts and benefits from DEMO methodology. Using 
a case study from the related literature, we illustrate the detailed steps of our proposed methodology. 
These steps are grouped in three major stages, which compose the methodology. The stages 
proposed include (1) applying the DEMO methodology to the scenario considered, until the DEMO’s 
State Model is obtained, (2) applying both an ‘ORM to UML’ mapping and a ‘property type to attribute’ 
mapping using the State Model, and (3) doing some complementary steps, such as defining primary 
keys for the identified entities.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Despite the awareness that we live today in an information society, in many organizations information 
is still not well managed, from the organizations point of view, in terms of errors and inefficiencies, 
and from the organization customers point of view, in terms of quality of service (Martin, Dmitriev and 
Akeroyd, 2010). Executives are increasingly frustrated with their inability to quickly access the 
information needed to make better decisions and to optimize their business (Godinez et al., 2010). 
These are some of the problems that stress the relevance of Information Architecture as a top 
discipline towards the improvement of information management. It can be viewed as a structured set 
of multidimensional interrelated elements that support all information processes (Watson, 2000). Chief 
Information Officers (CIOs) and business leaders are starting to take a careful look inward to see how 
their own Enterprise Information environment is evolving, in order to face some of the existing 
information challenges such as the absence of a central Enterprise Information vision or infrastructure 
(Godinez et al., 2010).  
Along with the Information Architecture theme, we introduced a ‘second parallel world’ to this work 
context. From the Enterprise Engineering notion for enterprises as designed, engineered and 
implemented systems, two core notions are introduced, as addressed by (Dietz and Hoogervorst, 
2007): ontology and architecture. From those two, the Enterprise Ontology notion is defined, as a new 



understanding of enterprises, focused on their essence, rather than its actual appearance (Dietz and 
Hoogervorst, 2007). 
In order to address the information problem among enterprises, we propose a methodology to define 
the Enterprise Information Architecture, identifying and describing its Information Entities, Attributes 
and Relationships. Taking in consideration the ‘second parallel world’ introduced, this new proposed 
approach to the formulation of such Information Architecture considers the essence, coherence, 
consistence, completeness and objectivity. This new approach is based on the Enterprise Ontologies 
theme, and we intend to define a new methodology for defining the Enterprise Information 
Architecture, using the capabilities from the DEMO methodology, which is, in turn, based on 
Enterprise Ontologies. 
Figure 1 presents the problem definition, using a conceptual map. In this picture, the most relevant 
motivation concepts are depicted, and also how they are related to each other. Finally, the 
relationships stressed with a red dashed line are the core problems of this research. 
 

 
Figure 1: Conceptual map defining the context and problem for this work 

This article is structured in order to address the main themes that are addressed in this research. 
Firstly there is a review of the ‘state of the art’, in order to describe the major theoretical concepts that 
support this work. The themes covered are: enterprise ontologies (including the Ѱ-theory and DEMO) 
and information architecture (including UML modeling and ORM to UML mapping). After this 
theoretical review, we describe the proposed methodology for develop information architectures 
based on enterprise ontologies and DEMO. This includes a case study developed. Then the results 
from our research are discussed. Finally, some conclusions are drawn. 
 
2. Enterprise Ontologies 
The enterprise ontology concept is a concretization of the ontology definition applied to enterprises. 
According to Dietz and Hoogervorst (2007), its goal is to understand the essence of the construction 
and operation of complete systems, more specifically, of enterprises. This definition is aligned with the 
system ontology definition, looking through the distracting and confusing actual appearance of an 
enterprise right into its deep essence, like an X-ray machine can let you look through the skin and the 
tissues of the body right into the skeleton (Dietz and Hoogervorst, 2007). 
 
2.1. The Ѱ-Theory 



The enterprise ontology as described by Dietz (2006) is founded on the Ѱ-theory. This is a holistic 
and integrative theory, based in a set of four axioms 
(Dietz, 2006); the operation axiom; the transaction axiom; 
the composition axiom; and the distinction axiom. 
The operation axiom states that the operation of an 
enterprise is constituted by the activities of actor roles, 
which are elementary chunks of authority and 
responsibility, fulfilled by subjects. These subjects perform 
two kinds of acts: production acts (P-acts) and 
coordination acts (C-acts), which produce production facts 
(P-fact) and coordination facts (C-fact), respectively. 
The transaction axiom reads that coordination acts are 
performed as steps in universal patters, called 
transactions, which involve two actor roles and are aimed 
at achieving a particular result. A transaction (which basic 
pattern is described in Figure 2) evolves in three different 
phases: the order phase (O-phase), the execution phase 
(E-phase) and the result phase (R-phase). Two actors 
perform it: the initiator and the executor. 
The composition axiom arises from the two possible ways 

that a transaction is initiated, namely enclosing and self-activation. It reads that every transaction is 
enclosed in some other transaction, or is a customer transaction of the organization under 
consideration, or is a self-activation transaction. 
The distinction axiom reads that there are three distinct human abilities playing a role in the operation 
of actors: performa, informa, and forma (Dietz, 2006). 
 
2.2. Design and Engineering Methodology for Organizations 
(DEMO) 
DEMO (Design and Engineering Methodology for Organizations) 
is firstly a theory about the ‘construction’ and the ‘operation’ of 
organizations. It is also a methodology for the design, 
engineering, and implementation of organizations and networks 
of organizations (Enterprise Engineering Institute, 2011). 
DEMO is based in Ѱ-theory (Hoogervorst and Dietz, 2008), and 
takes into consideration the organization theorem. It is composed 
by four distinct aspects models, which correspond to diagrams, 
tables and lists. Its initial point must use all documentation about 
enterprise, of whatever kind. There are six major initial steps are: 
Performa-Informa-Forma analysis; Coordination-Actors-
Production analysis; Transaction Pattern synthesis; Result 
Structure analysis; Construction synthesis; Organization 
synthesis. 
The complete ontological model of an organization is understood as the model of its B-organization. It 
is composed by four distinct aspects models, which correspond to diagrams, tables and lists. 
According to (Dietz, 2006), those four models are: the Construction Model, which includes the 
Interaction Model and the Interstriction Model; the Process Model; the Action Model; and the State 
Model. They are described in Figure 3. 
 
3. Information Architecture 
Richard Wurman firstly addressed the Information Architecture (IA) term in 1975 to describe the need 
to transform data into meaningful information, as Dillon and Turnbull (2005) refer. These authors 
states that this subject was taken into more consideration during the emergence of the World Wide 
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Figure 3: The ontological aspect 
models in DEMO (Dietz, 2006) 

Figure 2: The basic transaction pattern 
(Dietz, 2006) 



Web in the 90’s, when interest in information organization and structure became widespread. The 
concept of IA has evolved and it started to be used in the enterprise context. Godinez et al. (2010) 
refer that the IA provides the foundational information-relevant concepts and frameworks for dealing 
in a consistent and integrated manner with the technology to guarantee the responsiveness and 
trusted information insight that the business requires from is information layer. It identifies the 
information-centric components of an organization’s IT environment and defines its relationship to the 
organization’s objective. We might resume the IA definition as the description of the principles and 
guidelines that enable consistent implementation of information technology solutions, how data and 
information are both governed and shared across the enterprise, and what needs to be done to gain 
business-relevant trusted information insight (Godinez et al., 2010) 
Dillon (2002: 821-823) defined IA as the process of designing, implementing, and evaluating 
information spaces that are humanly and socially acceptable to their intended stakeholders. 
According to (Vasconcelos, Tribolet and Sousa, 2008) IA (or data architecture) is proposed as one of 
the sub-architectures of the enterprise architecture spectrum. According to Spewak (1993), there are 
three different concepts for IA: 

§ Information Entity: any person, place, concept or event that is meaningful in the business 
context, and which information might be stored. 

§ Attribute: some feature of an entity, which details its definition. 
§ Relationship: an attribute that is related with some other entity. 

 
3.1. Data Modeling in UML 
The UML (Unified Modeling Language) is mainly used in industry for designing object-oriented 
program code. Although it can be used for designing databases, it had little success in displacing 
other approaches such as ER for this purpose (Halpin, 2001).  However, Halpin (2001) states that 
UML is a very important language that could well become popular for database design in the future. 
This sense, we address UML notation in the data-modeling context, especially because of the context 

and background information regarding this thesis problem 
and solution. 
As described by Halpin (2001), the UML notation includes a 
vast number of symbols, from which various diagrams may 
be constructed to model different perspectives of an 
application. Besides the potential use of each diagram from 
the list above, we are only interested in those that support 
the objective that we are addressing, i.e. data modeling. 
Thus, we only specify the static structure perspective, which 
include both class and object diagram. 
As fully covered by (Halpin, 2001), that are several aspects 
regarding data modeling using UML notation, such as object 
reference, single-valued attributes, multivalued attributes, 
associations, subtyping, etc. However, considering the 

context and scope defined for this work, we will not address such detailing aspects. This sense, we 
are more interested in getting the reader a general understanding of UML, based on its notation for 
representing data models. 
Figure 4 illustrates a simple example of UML data modeling, extracted from (Halpin, 2001). Framing 
this representation in our research context, it is important to understand how are represented the 
main concepts that we have addressed regarding an IA. This sense, we can understand that an IE is 
represented as a box (e.g. Person, Paper), containing a set of attributes (e.g. personName, paperNr). 
Relationships are depicted with simple connectors, taking in consideration the cardinality (e.g. 1..*). 
 
3.2. ORM to UML mapping 
The basic modeling language for DEMO models is WOSL, which uses the graphic notation of ORM to 
express them. This fact leads us to this relationship established by Halpin (2001) between ORM and 
association (binary and above) to be objectified into a class, regardless of its multiplic-
ity constraints. In particular, UML allows objectification of n:1 associations, unlike
ORM (see Figure 9.16).

ORM currently forbids such cases, mainly to encourage modelers to conceptualize
facts in elementary rather than compound form. For example, since each moon orbits
only one planet, we can specify its orbital period without having to mention its planet.
Hence ORM requires this case to be modeled using two separate fact types, as shown in
Figure 9.17. This also facilitates removal/addition of mandatory role constraints on the
fact types independently (e.g., the nested version has to be completely remodeled if we
now decide to keep period facts mandatory but make planet facts optional).

However, if an experienced modeler aware of the implications still finds it easier to
think about a situation as a nested n:1 association, there may be some argument for re-
laxing ORM’s restriction, just as we relaxed it for 1:1 cases such as current marriage to
avoid arbitrary decisions about relative importance. If enough people feel this way,
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UML, which enables us to understand how DEMO and UML models are connected. This author 
presents a set of specific mapping between the two notations, from which we will address the most 
relevant ones in this chapter, due to its importance for our solution. 
UML classifies instances into objects and data values. UML objects basically correspond to ORM 
entities, but are assumed to be identified by object identifiers. UML data values basically correspond 
to ORM values: they are constants (e.g., character strings or numbers) and hence require no object 
identifiers to establish their identity. Entity types in UML are called classes, and value types are called 
data types. A relationship instance in UML is called a link, and a relationship type is called an 
association. Wherever an attribute is used in UML, ORM uses a relationship instead. In consequence, 
ORM diagrams are often larger than corresponding UML or ER diagrams. Figure 5 is an example of 
the mappings described. 

 

Figure 5: ORM relationship types (a) depicted in UML (b) (Halpin, 2001) 

Another aspect regarding this mapping, which is quite important to our work’s context, is how we map 
associations. As described by (Halpin, 2001), for binary associations, there are four possible 
uniqueness constraint patterns (n:1, 1:n, 1:1, m:n) and four possible mandatory role patterns (only the 
left role mandatory, only the right role mandatory, both roles mandatory, both roles optional). Figure 6 
depicts the most important equivalent constraints patterns in UML and ORM. 

 

Figure 6: Equivalent constraint patterns in UML and ORM based on (Halpin, 2001) 

 
4. Defining the Information Architecture with Enterprise Ontologies 
The generic idea for the proposed solution is linking two different worlds, both regarding the 
enterprise-modeling context. Those two fields represent the two pillars of this solution, which are the 

Like other ER notations, UML allows relationships to be modeled as attributes. For
instance, in Figure 9.3(b) the Employee class has eight attributes. Classes in UML are
depicted as a named rectangle, optionally including other compartments for attributes
and operations. The corresponding ORM diagram is shown in Figure 9.3(a). ORM
models the world in terms of just objects and roles, and hence has only one data struc-
ture—the relationship type. This is a fundamental difference between ORM and UML
(and ER for that matter). Wherever an attribute is used in UML, ORM uses a relation-
ship instead. In consequence, ORM diagrams are often larger than corresponding UML
or ER diagrams, as Figure 9.3 illustrates. But this is a small price to pay for the result-
ing benefits. Before discussing these advantages, let’s see how to translate between the
relevant notations.

The ORM model indicates that employees are identified by their employee numbers.
The top three mandatory role constraints indicate that every employee in the database
must have a name, title, and sex. The circled black dot connecting two roles is a dis-
junctive mandatory role (or inclusive-or) constraint, indicating that these roles are col-
lectively mandatory (each employee has a social security number or passport number
or both).

In UML, attributes are mandatory by default. In the ORM model, the unary predi-
cate “smokes” is optional (not everybody has to smoke). UML does not support unary
relationships, so it models this instead as the Boolean attribute “isSmoker”. In UML
the domain of any attribute may optionally be displayed after it (preceded by a colon).
In this example, the domain is displayed only for the isSmoker attribute. By default,
ORM tools usually take a closed-world approach to unaries, which agrees with the
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Enterprise Information Architecture and the Enterprise Ontology. Taking in consideration all the 
relevant regarding this two pillars, we might sum-up the proposed solution with three key words: 
Enterprise Ontology, DEMO methodology and Enterprise Information Architecture. With these 
keywords, we might define and summarize the proposed solution as applying the Enterprise Ontology 
theory and the DEMO methodology in order to develop the Enterprise Information Architecture. 
 
4.1. The Methodology 
Based on this theoretical support, we propose a well-defined and direct methodology to define the IA. 
This methodology uses and extends DEMO methodology, especially its models. Based on such 
models, we propose to extract an UML model to be the basis to reach an IA. 
 

 

Figure 7: The proposed methodology 

Figure 7 describes the overview of the methodology proposed. This picture depicts the three main 
parts of that methodology, which links DEMO to an IA. Part One is the basis, which includes the 
application of DEMO methodology, in order to get its models. Part Two uses the DEMO models (in 
particular de State Model), which are based in ORM notation, to extract an UML model. Part Three is 
the final step, which aims to perform the necessary adjustments to the UML model, in order for it to be 
an Information Architecture model. 
Table 1 depicts the activities that each main part of the methodology includes. Part One activities (1.x) 
are all from DEMO methodology. However, we do not apply the complete DEMO methodology, since 
we only aim to obtain the State Model (SM). This sense, we only need to apply the necessary steps to 
achieve that objective. Based on that State Model, we perform Part Two activities (2.x). Those two 
activities are the two mapping that we propose to apply. The first one is based on the work performed 
by Halpin (2001), and intends to map from the ORM (the model language used in DEMO) based 
model, the Object Fact Diagram (OFD), to an UML model. The second activity intends to complete 
that UML model, and includes applying a second mapping, this turn based on the Object Property List 
(OPL). With the property types defined there, we propose to map them to attributes of the 
correspondent attributes. Finally, Part Three activities (3.x) aim to turn the UML model into an IA 
model. To do so, we propose to define the missing Primary Keys (PK) to each information entity. 
Those PK might be a single previously defined attribute, or a combination of those attributes. If that is 
not possible, we might need to create a new attribute, which must have a meaning in the business 
context considered.  



Table 1: Detailed activities of the proposed methodology 

Activity Objective 
1.1. Collect documentation for the 

scenario 
Obtain the necessary documentation about the scenario operation 

1.2. Write a DEMO text Obtain a DEMO text that describes the scenario 
1.3. Performa-informa-forma analysis Separate performa, informa and forma items 
1.4. Coordination-actors-production 

analysis 
Separate actors, coordination and production acts/facts 

1.5. Transaction pattern synthesis Identify the transactions that sum up the scenario 

1.6. Result structure analysis 
Identify the relations and dependencies among the transactions 
(the result structure chart) 

1.7. Interaction Model design 
Design the Interaction Model (Transaction Result Table and Actor 
Transaction Diagram) 

1.8. Process Model design 
Design the Process Model (Process Structure Diagram and 
Information Use Table) 

1.9. Action Model design Design the Action Model (Action Rules) 

1.10. State Model design Design the State Model (Object Property List and Object Fact 
Diagram) 

2.1. Mapping from OFD to UML Obtain an UML model from the Object Fact Diagram 

2.2. Mapping from OPL to attributes Complete the UML model with attributes, based on the Object 
Property List 

3.1. Define the PK for each 
information entity 

Identify a PK for each IE in the UML model (using an existing 
attribute, combining attributes, or defining new attributes with 
business meaning) 

 
 
4.2. Case Study 
As a materialization of the solution proposed, we have applied it to some study cases. This was a 
practical way to analyze and evaluate the methodology that we have defined. The case study 
described in this article is based in an example from the related literature (Hoogervorst and Dietz, 
2008). That example is based on a small but autonomous public library of Delf town. In this library 
some basic activities are performed, such as submitting a membership, books lending, membership 
fees payment, books shipments and stock control. 
Since the detailed application of the methodology that we are proposing is too extensive, we will only 
present some key steps, which we consider that represent the crucial elements to obtain the final 
result. It is also important to refer that the presented results for Part One of the methodology are 
extracted from (Dietz, 2006). 

Table 2: Results of activity 1.7 applied to the library case. The Transaction Result Table 

 

160 16 The Interaction Model

The interaction structure of an organization consists of the transaction

types in which the identified actor roles participate as initiator or executor.

It is expressed in an Actor Transaction Diagram (ATD) and a Transaction

Result Table (TRT). The legend of the Actor Transaction Diagram is

shown in Fig. 16.1.

16.1 The IAM of the Library

Let us take the library as the first example organization and try to build up

its IAM. As a result of applying the modeling method in Chap. 15, we have

ended up with the TRT, which is repeated in Table 16.1.

Table 16.1 The TRT of the library

transaction type result type

T01 membership registration R01 membership M has been started

T02 membership fee payment R02 the fee for membership M in year Y has been paid

T03 reduced fee approval R03 the reduced fee for M in year Y is approved

T04 loan start R04 loan L has been started

T05 book return R05 book copy C has been returned

T06 loan end R06 loan L has been ended

T07 return fine payment R07 the late return fine fee for loan L has been paid

T08 book shipment R08 shipment S has been performed

T09 stock control R09 the stock control for month M has been done

T10 annual fee control R10 the annual fee control for year Y has been done

Let us take one step back and assume that we have identified only the

interface transaction types, i.e., the transaction types of which one of the

participating actor roles belongs to the composition and the other belongs

to the environment. This set of interface transaction types is T01 through

T08.



Table 2 depicts the Transaction Result Table for the library case study, which is part of the result of 
the activity 1.7 of our methodology. This is the basis for the rest of DEMO application, and it is also 
the basis for the extraction of IE for our IA. 

Table 3: Results of activity 1.10 applied to the library study case. The Object Property List 

 

 

Figure 8: Results of activity 1.10 applied to the library study case. A piece of the Object Fact Diagram 
(without the result types) 

The last activity from the part of our methodology aims to develop the State Model for the scenario. 
Table 3 and Figure 8 represent the output of this activity 1.10. Table 3 depicts the Object Property List 
for this library scenario. This is the basis for the mapping from the property types to attributes. Figure 
8 depicts a small part of the Object Fact Diagram. This is the ORM model that will be used in the 
ORM to UML mapping proposed. 

 

Figure 9: Results of activity 2.10 for the library study case. From the State Model to the UML model 

200 19 The State Model

19.1 The SM of the Library

In this section we will develop the state model of the library case. First, we

present the object classes and fact types, and the pertaining existential

laws. They are exhibited in Fig. 19.3. The fact types that are pure proper-

ties, i.e., mathematical functions mapping from an object class to a scale,

are listed in the Object Property List in Table 19.1.

Table 19.1 OPL of the library

property type object class scale

date_of_birth PERSON JULIAN DATE

age (*) PERSON NUMBER

#days_overdue (*) LOAN NUMBER

incurred_fine (*) LOAN EURO

minimal_age YEAR NUMBER

standard_fee YEAR EURO

reduced_fee YEAR EURO

normal_loan_period YEAR NUMBER

max_copies_in_loan YEAR NUMBER

daily_late_fine YEAR EURO

#books_of_shipment SHIPMENT NUMBER

#books_in_loan (*) MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

Figure 19.3 shows the three core categories, MEMBERSHIP, LOAN,

and SHIPMENT, of which instances are created by the library. There are

two external object classes: PERSON and BOOK. So, one has to consider

the extensions of these object classes as given. The corresponding OPL is

exhibited in Table 19.1.

Four of these properties are derived fact types, indicated by an asterisk

between brackets. The derivation rules are as follows:

age (P) = <current_date – date_of_birth(P), converted for calender>

#days_overdue(L) = start_date(L) + normal_loan_period – current date

#books_in_loan(M) = <sum total of copies in current loans of M>

incurred_fine(L) = #days_overdue(L) * daily_late_fine.
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Based on the results from the part one of our methodology, we can now perform part two activities. 
This sense, Figure 9 depicts the result from the State Model to UML mapping, which includes both 
activities 2.1 and 2.2. This picture also stresses some examples of how the State Model was used 
(blue arrows represent the ORM to UML mapping, and yellow arrows the property type to attribute 
mapping). In this model we have the information entities identified, the correspondent attributes, and 
also its relations. In this model we also have already the cardinality associated with the constraint 
patterns identified in the ORM model from the Object Fact Diagram. 

 

Figure 10: Results of activity 3.1 to the library study case. The IA model 

Finally, Figure 10 represents the final IA model for the library study case, which includes the PK for 
each information entity. This is the concrete application of activity 3.1 from our methodology. In this 
particular case, we opted to define a new attribute for each information entity in order to be the PK, 
since those already defined were not adequate. 
 
5. Analyzing the Results 
During our research we were able to identify the theoretical bridges between Enterprise Ontologies 
and Information Architecture. As we presented in our solution, we were able to use the transactions 
that support Enterprise Ontologies as the basis for identifying Information Entities. We were also able 
to understand that the relation between transactions also has a consequence in relations between 
Enterprise Entities that are identified in the correspondent transactions. Despite this connection in 
theoretical terms, our main findings to connect Enterprise Ontologies to Information Architectures are 
reflected in practical terms, using DEMO methodology. 
Our research in order to understand how to develop an Information Architecture based on Enterprise 
Ontologies had the most concrete findings when considering the DEMO methodology as the 
materialization of the Enterprise Ontologies theme. We were able to understand how to use the 
models produced by DEMO in order to identify Information Entities, Attributes and Relationships, so 
we can get an Information Architecture model. This identification found the State Model as a key 
element, since it has the elements that we need to use the ORM to UML mapping found in the 
literature. This mapping schema starts in the ORM notation, which is the one used in the OFD of the 
SM. From the OFD we are able to transform it to an UML diagram, which is the basis for the IA model. 
Also using the OPL from the SM, we presented a way to map the property types to attributes, in order 
to complete the UML model obtained. Based on this, and performing some additional steps, we were 
able to obtain an IA model that we found adequate. This set of steps are the basis findings in order to 
link DEMO and Information Architecture. All of the connection between DEMO and the IA are 
supported in our case study, which represents a concrete implementation of the methodology that we 
propose to use to develop the IA. We were able to obtain a consistent IA model, which is in fact based 
in the DEMO models designed for the correspondent scenario. Another important aspects is the belief 



that, using DEMO methodology to develop an IA we are able to conclude that this architecture 
possesses the benefits that are pointed to DEMO methodology. DEMO is essential, coherent, 
consistent, complete, modular and objective. As we use DEMO as the basis for our methodology, we 
might state that these benefits are transposed to our results, i.e. our IA. 
In short, we were able to start developing a methodology for defining IA for organizations, which as far 
as we were able to analyze, produces an adequate model to represent the information from a 
considered scenario. Using our case study, we found that our methodology might be applicable to real 
scenarios, and this finding allows us to state that we can extend our work to other case studies, in 
order to go deeper in the understanding of how to readjust and improve the proposed solution. 
 
6. Conclusions 
The research detailed in this paper describes the work conducted framed in a MsC thesis, which took 
part of a research in the Information Architecture field. Due to our findings during the initial phase for 
this work, we were able to identify a prior problem regarding this subject. We could not find in the 
related literature an objective support to develop neither a simple Information Architecture (without 
being a reference one). This sense, we defined our objective for this work to contribute to develop that 
issue. We focused our effort in defining a new methodology to develop and define Information 
Architectures. This leads us to a change define our scope in addressing this particular problem. 
In order to accomplish this objective, we have decided to follow a different approach, which would 
bring to our solution a parallel world. We have introduced the Enterprise Ontology theme into the 
Information Architecture context, in order to understand how this subject could be used in order to 
achieve our objective. Joining these two worlds, we propose a new methodology for defining 
Information Architecture, which is based on the usage of DEMO methodology, which is a concrete 
materialization of the Enterprise Ontology theme. Based on the models provided by this methodology, 
we purpose to apply a mapping schema, which allows us to obtain an Information model based on 
Information Entities, related to each other, and containing all relevant attributes. This methodology is 
divided into three main parts. Those parts include (1) applying the DEMO methodology to the 
scenario considered, until we are able to obtain the DEMO’s State Model, (2) applying both an ‘ORM 
to UML’ mapping and a ‘property type to attribute’ mapping using the State Model, and (3) do some 
complementary steps, such as defining primary keys for the identified entities. 
Despite the considerable results that we have accomplished, we believe hat our work still has some 
limitations, which might led us to propose some future work. We assume that the proposed 
methodology needs a more detailed application and analysis, using more case studies. This sense, 
as future work in line with this research, we propose to extend the application of our solution, in order 
to redefine and improve its features. Another important aspect for this future work proposing, we 
believe that it is quite important to have, for the selected case studies, another model to perform a 
comparative analysis. This comparative analysis is quite important in order to understand how well 
our methodology illustrates the information for scenario considered. 
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